
September, 2018

Welcome to this month's e-newsletter! Thank you for reading, and for being part of the
Zoom family, opening minds and hearts through travel, while having an incredible time
doing so.

"Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness," Mark Twain

Visit our Website

Announcing Zoom Southern Africa,
September 20-30, 2019

Escorted personally by Zoom owners, and limited
to an intimate small group of only 12 guests,
Zoom Southern Africa 2019 will be our most
exclusive safari trip ever. To achieve this we have
exclusively bought out one of South Africa’s
newest and most luxurious 5 star lodges which
will be like your private home on safari. We return
once again to Cape Town to will enjoy the best
gastronomy and exclusive events the city has to
offer. We end our trip in one of the Seven Natural
Wonders of the World, magnificent Victoria Falls!

Read more about this trip
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Did you know ... An alternative belief about the pyramids is that
they were used as powerful healing chambers and not as burial
sites at all.

In fact, what makes a pyramid so powerful is its ability to channel
or collect energy from the higher realms of the stars, the planets
and the Universe and deliver it down to earth. The bottom of the
pyramid represents a solid, earthy foundation, whereas the
pointed top represents being able to reach into higher realms of
consciousness.

Because of its shape, any energy that enters the pyramid has the
ability to be cleansed and purified. Almost like the pyramid acts
like a filter of sorts. This is because pyramids are said to generate
negative ions which can balance the body’s electromagnetic field
and deliver healing. 

Something else that is interesting is the fact that an ornate dagger
found on Kig Tut's mummys chest whose blade is made of a
meteorite iron ore that came from Iran (based on geological
testing), shows that Egyptians believed that the cosmos held a
higher power. Maybe they had been visited by aliens long ago.

So many intriguing things like this and more are why you should
take our last remaining two spots on Zoom Egypt!

Read more about this trip

Zoom Morocco Photos

On our last Zoom Vacations tour to Morocco, we
added the blue city of Chefchaouen to the mix,
and this, coupled with our other destinations
within Morocco: the Sahara Desert, Casablanca,
Marrakech, and more made this our most
comprehensive and beautiful Morocco tour to
date!

Our group also enjoyed fabulous hotels, the best
tour guide, great food, a sensational farewell
event, loads of great shopping, and more!
See the Photos

Sign up for next year's tour in May!

Two Cabins Left for Antarctica!

We currently have just two owners suites left for
Zoom Antarctica.

Zoom Vacations received special pricing for this
voyage because it is a new ship that not a lot of
people know about yet.

The entire experience is top notch, yet the thing
that really separates this from other Antarctica
tours is that we are flying over the Drake
Passage, the notoriously rocky body of water
between South America's Cape Horn and the
South Shetland Islands of Antarctica.

Learn more about this trip
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Featured Traveler: Christopher,
from Churchville, NY

Christopher and Dennis have been on a number
of Zoom Vacations tours, but this was their first
river cruise with us. It is always fun to have them
with us, and that was certainly the case with this
trip. The following is a recent interview we had
with Christopher about the trip.

Zoom: Have you been on cruises in the
past? How was this river cruise different than
ocean cruises?

Christopher: I have never been on an ocean
cruise before. They always seemed too large and
ship-activity-oriented for me. River cruises
seemed far more intimate and presented a
unique way to see a number of cities and
countries that I might not have otherwise visited.

Zoom: What were your favorite ports?

Christopher: I think it is a toss up between the
starting port, Passau, Germany, and
Bratislava. Both were beautiful, small cities with
unique charm. Passau definitely had a more
modern feel to it, while Bratislava had more of a
historical and "antique" feel to it. I know my
husband loved Vienna, I just think it was a bit
more overwhelming and I feel like I missed more
there.

Zoom: How was the river boat?

Christopher: The boat was fantastic! The food
was top-notch, the rooms were luxurious, and the
crew was extremely professional and efficient,
while still being very personable.

Read on

Zooming with Bryan

This month's contemplation from a year of
monthly thoughts originating from a six week trip
to India, Egypt, Kenya, Rwanda, and Tanzania on
three Zoom Vacations tours. 

Month 12:   We Live in a Magical World

It’s interesting. We watch movies like “Avatar”,
and fantasize about living in a fantastical world,
while overlooking the magic in our own.

Our bioluminescent bays, fireflies, electric eels,
and butterflies rival much of the fantasy we see in
our movies. We have our own “strange” animals
like armadillos, chameleons, glowing sea turtles,
pangolins, saiga antelopes, and more. We have
plants that eat living animals, massive flowers
like rafflesia arnoldii, walking palms, ferns that
respond to touch, etc. And of course, the Northern
Lights and colorful sunsets.

I think a lot of us live our entire lives without giving
much thought nor appreciation to where we are,
nor what took place for us to exist. One can
certainly live a lifetime on earth, taking it for
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granted. Or, one can see earth for the magical
place that it is… where everything we need is
provided for us, including what we need for
healing.

In every country, various herbs, plants, and
minerals have been used for our wellbeing.
Psyllium husk in Egypt for digestion, various
plants and tree bark, etc in the African bush to
treat various ailments. Even something as
simple as Indian spices used harmoniously to
flavor the food that was available to them,
especially in times of drought or hardship. All of
these things are provided for us, and most of us
do not give them a second thought.

I’ve always been a big believer in appreciation,
but lately, especially after my 6 weeks abroad,
where I got to observe life in a multitude of forms,
it became clearer and clearer to me how much
we take for granted. We complain when it rains,
instead of celebrate. It’s too cold, but then it’s too
hot. Too much snow, then not enough snow…

Start noticing and appreciating all the little things
that come together on a daily basis for you to live
your life, and see them for the miracles they are,
and watch your life change. One thing I know is
that the more we appreciate life and Earth in
general, the happier we become.

Zooming with Joel

Hotels in China Just May Surprise You

There are many destinations to which I love returning,
and all for different reasons. I love returning to China,
and while the history, culture, sites, and cuisine are all
great reasons to return, what I think I love most are the
hotels.

All of the carefully hand-picked hotels on Zoom China
are special in their own way, and they all enjoy top-
notch service and are simply beautifully appointed.

We kick off our tour in Beijing at such a beautiful hotel,
where the expression "lack for nothing" truly applies. In
addition to gorgeous rooms with tremendous views of
Beijing, the hotel offers complimentary evening
cocktails, a lavish breakfast, a chic nightclub, and one
of the most spectacular hotel gyms you will ever see!

As we proceed through the trip, all of our beautiful
hotels enjoy the best locations, have incredible staff
where guest satisfaction is their top priority, and are
also some of the most technology advanced hotels of
any country!

There are many reasons to visit China, but I think it is
the hotels that are most surprising.

Read about this tour.

http://www.zoomvacations.com/china
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